
Lattimer—Kj 1/24/72, Art Kevin 

In describing rear neck wound he never mentions scorfthing . On t e front wound, 
"no longer visible as such". 

Two bullet hbles in front of shirt and this is where bullet came out. 

()only evidence not other direction is inclination. Describes "true location" as 
"very low in the neck." So he can't "reason" i went front to back. 

How does t is stuff assure LHO is lone assassin. Switches to experimnets "I have done 
at some length". Describes them as "merely observations of fact". When you get to who 
fired the rifles, you have to get the data provided by the Warren Commission, which 
he accepts without question, this he validates no more than what he had never questioned. 
Tobody has challeneged in fact", then "not even the most vigorous critics" challenge the 
basic story. 

Doesn't know of parafin test which shows no handling of rifle. Ha dprints on gun proof. 

If shot higher, how could it have had same history? 

Whether more fragments were recovered than missing from 399, "I can speak to that", 
from his experiments! Squeezing and slicing! Therefore, because only six can be accounted 
for by him, it is Possible because he shaved off 41 in the lab. 

Back brace. Changed to didn't slump )down because of brace. Evaded when asked again. 
Said only "conceivable" that it kept him upright so he could be hit. 

Connaly "reacted more quickly than the President to whatever hit him." 

Connally's not knowing of wrist and leg wounds indicates he was unconscious. 

He interprets Z movie to show Jackie got up to let pres lay down. 
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